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Abstract Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease
(HIV-1 PR) cleaves two viral precursor proteins, Gag and
Gag-Pol, at multiple sites. Although the processing
proceeds in the rank order to assure effective viral
replication, the molecular mechanisms by which the order
is regulated are not fully understood. In this study, we
used bioinformatics approaches to examine whether the
folding preferences of the cleavage junctions influence
their cleavabilities by HIV-1 PR. The folding of the eight-
amino-acid peptides corresponding to the seven cleavage
junctions of the HIV-1HXB2 Gag and Gag-Pol precursors
were simulated in the PR-free and PR-bound states with
molecular dynamics and homology modeling methods, and
the relationships between the folding parameters and the
reported kinetic parameters of the HIV-1HXB2 peptides were
analyzed. We found that a folding preference for forming a
dihedral angle of Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’) in
the range of 150 to 180 degrees in the PR-free state was
positively correlated with the 1/Km (R=0.95, P=0.0008)
and that the dihedral angle of the O (P2)-C (P2)- C (P1)- O
(P1) of the main chains in the PR-bound state was
negatively correlated with kcat (R=0.94, P=0.001). We
further found that these two folding properties influenced
the overall cleavability of the precursor protein when the
sizes of the side chains at the P1 site were similar. These
data suggest that the dihedral angles at the specific

positions around the cleavage junctions before and after
binding to PR are both critical for regulating the cleav-
ability of precursor proteins by HIV-1 PR.

Keywords HIV-1 protease . Homology modeling . Replica
exchange molecular dynamics . Substrate recognition

Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) encodes an
aspartic protease (PR) in its genome. The PR is synthesized
as a part of the viral precursor polyprotein Gag-Pol and
cleaves two viral precursors, Gag and Gag-Pol, into
multiple mature proteins, such as matrix (MA), capsid
(CA), nucleocapsid (NC), PR, reverse transcriptase (RT),
integrase (IN), p6, and small peptides [1–4]. The proteolytic
processing proceeds in the rank order [5–15], which is
important for virus replication [2, 8, 12, 16, 17].

To date, several lines of studies have reported the
potential importance of structural properties around cleav-
age junctions for generating the substrate preference of
HIV-1 PR. First, crystal structure studies have shown that
the cleavage junctions (scissile amide bonds) of HIV-1
precursors have a similar extended conformation when
they bind to the catalytic cleft of viral PR (Fig. 1) [18–
24]. Looking more closely at the structures around the
cleavage junctions, it is evident that the side chains of
amino acids at the P1 and P1’ positions, which flank
scissile bonds, consistently protrude in the opposite
directions. This common structural feature may imply that
proteolytic enzymes preferentially require the structure to
properly position the cleavage site for attack by either an
enzyme nucleophile or a water molecule. Second, biochem-
ical studies have reported that an artificial substrate whose
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β-strand conformation was constrained by chemical mod-
ification showed higher binding affinity with the PR [23,
24]. This finding suggests that the extended conformation
of the cleavage junction influences the binding efficiency of
the substrate to the PR catalytic cleft. Thus, it is
conceivable that minute differences in the conformation
among the cleavage junctions may influence the efficiency
of the substrate binding and cleavage.

To address more quantitatively the impacts of the
structures of cleavage junctions on the cleavage reaction
by HIV-1 PR, we here examined whether any dihedral
angles of amino acids around the cleavage junctions could
relate to the experimentally obtained kinetic parameters of
the enzyme reaction. For this purpose, we simulated
folding of the eight-amino-acid peptides corresponding
to the seven cleavage junctions of the HIV-1HXB2 Gag and
Gag-Pol precursors in the PR-free and PR-bound states by
using replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
simulations [25–29] and homology modeling [30–32].
We then analyzed dihedral angles around the junctions
with the models and searched for a potential relationship
between the folding preferences and the reported 1/Km and
kcat values for the 8-amino-acid-length peptides
corresponding to the cleavage junctions of the HIV-
1HXB2 strain [12, 33]. This analysis identified two dihedral
angles that were significantly related to the kinetic
parameters of the enzyme reaction.

Methods

Cleavage junction sequences

Eight-amino-acid peptides that could fit into the catalytic
cleft of HIV-1 PR were used for the present structural study.
The peptides corresponded to seven cleavage junctions
between MA and CA (MA/CA), CA/p2, p2/NC, p6gag-pol

small peptide (p6)/PR, PR/RT, RTp51/RTp66 (RT/RT’),
and RT’/IN of HIV-1HXB2 (Table 1) [33]. Twenty-two

additional eight-mer peptides, which correspond to the MA/
CA, CA/p2, and p2/NC cleavage junctions of the HIV-
1HXB2 strain and have single amino acid substitutions at the
P1 position of the cleavage site [12], were also used.

Analysis of peptide folding in the PR-free state

We used replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
simulations [25–29] to analyze the folding preferences of
substrate peptides in the PR-free state. REMD allows a
search for more extensive conformations with shorter
simulation times than does the classical MD [34–37].
Because we confirmed that similar data on the folding
preferences were obtained with the two MD methods, we
present here the results with the REMD simulations
(Supplementary material (SM) Fig. S1). REMD simula-
tions of the peptides were performed for 50 nanoseconds
(ns) using the AMBER 9 software package [38, 39]. The
initial structures of peptides were generated with the LEaP
module. During the REMD simulation, a given peptide
was folded into various conformations by exchanging
semi-randomly non-interacting replicas at eight temper-
atures. The simulations were performed for each of the
eight replicas, using the AMBER ff99SB force field [40]
under the modified GB conditions developed by Onufriev
et al. (IGB=5) [41]. The surface area calculation was also
implemented in the simulations. No cut-off was applied
for the long-distance interaction energy calculations. The
temperature of each replica was set to the temperature at a
target ratio of 0.15 [25] and regulated by Langevin
dynamics with a collision frequency of 1.0. The ionic
concentration was set at 0.2 mM. The shake algorithm was
applied to constrain the bonds with hydrogen atoms. To
analyze the folding preferences of peptides in the PR-free
state, we used 60,000 trajectories in the last 30 ns of the
REMD simulations. Dihedral angles of the side and main
chains of neighboring amino acids of these structures were
calculated with the ptraj module of AMBER 9 and in-
house programs.

Analysis of peptide folding preferences in the PR-bound
state

Both X-ray crystal and modeling structures were used to
analyze the folding of substrate peptides in the PR-bound
state. For analysis of the folding of 5 peptides
corresponding to the MA/CA, CA/p2, p2/NC, RT/RT’,
and RT’/IN cleavage junctions, we used reported crystal
structural data (PDB codes: 1KJ4, 1F7A, 1KJ7, 1KJG, and
1KJH for the peptides MA/CA, CA/p2, p2/NC, RT/RT’,
and RT’/IN [18, 19]). For analysis of the folding of the p6/
PR and PR/RT peptides, we generated structural models
because crystal structures were not available. The models

Fig. 1 Conformation of the junction of MA/CA at the binding with
HIV-1 PR. The structure was drawn using PyMOL ver. 0.99 (http://
www.pymol.org/) with the coordinates in a structure (PDB code:
1FJ4). The definition of positions P4, P3, P2, P1, P1’, P2’, P3’, and
P4’ is shown. The scissor-shaped symbol points to the cleavage site
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were constructed with the homology modeling method [30,
31] using the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)
2007.09.02 (Chemical Computing Group Inc., Montreal,
Quebec, Canada) (http://www.chemcomp.com/) as de-
scribed previously [32]. The crystal structure of the MA/
CA-peptide-PR complex (PDB codes: 1KJ4 [19]) was used
as the template because this peptide has a proline at the P1’
position, as seen in the p6/PR and PR/RT peptides (Table 1).
Water molecules in the crystal structures were included to
construct the functional conformation of the peptides for
hydrolysis. N25 in the crystal structures was not changed
into the aspartic acids, because the D25N substitutions
hardly changed the interactions between the PR and the
substrates [42, 43]. The AMBER ff99 force field [44] and
the generalized Born/volume integral (GB/VI) implicit
solvent model [45] were applied for the modeling. The
models were thermodynamically optimized by energy
minimization with the MOE package using the same force
field. Physically unacceptable local structures of the
optimized model were assessed and refined using pro-
grams in MOE and Verify3D (http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.
edu/Verify_3D/ [46]). Dihedral angles of the side and
main chains of neighboring amino acids of the crystal
structures and homology models were calculated using the
MOE software package.

Analysis of the relationship between folding and kinetic
parameters

The statistical significance of the association between
folding and kinetic parameters of the peptides was
evaluated with a nonparametric rank test and simple
regression analysis. Several biochemical studies have
reported kinetic parameters of the HIV-1-PR-mediated
cleavage reaction of peptides corresponding to the cleavage
junctions of HIV-1 Gag and Gag-Pol precursor proteins [33,

42, 47–50]. In this study, we used the kinetic data reported
by Maschera et al. [33] to search for the potential
association of kinetic parameters with folding parameters.
By using data from a single study rather than from multiple
studies, we can avoid potential artifacts of the association
analysis due to distinct experimental conditions of individ-
ual studies, such as pH, salt conditions, and the amino acid
lengths of substrates [48, 49]. We chose the Maschera’s
data set because it provides the most comprehensive set of
the Km and kcat values among the reports [33, 42, 47–50].

Y-scrambling test

Y-scrambling test were performed as described previously
[51]. Briefly, we first prepared 50 data sets in which kinetic
parameters were randomly shuffled to change their order in
the original data set using Molegro Data Modeller 2009.2.0.
(Molegro ApS, Denmark) (http://www.molegro.com/index.
php). Pearson correlation R-square and Spearman rank-
order correlation coefficient were determined for each data
set. Scatter plot were constructed using the R-square and
the Spearman coefficient to display values for the two
variables (the R-square and the Spearman coefficient) for a
set of data.

Prediction of changes in kcat/Km by substrate mutations

Changes in the kcat/Km values by mutations at the P1
position of the cleavage site were predicted on the basis of
changes in two folding properties of the mutant peptides:
the dihedral angles of Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)-Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’)
of substrate peptides in the PR-free state and the dihedral
angle of the O (P2)-C (P2)-C (P1)-O (P1) of the main
chains of peptides in the catalytic cleft of PR. The 22
mutant peptides used for the study correspond to MA/CA,
CA/p2, and p2/NC cleavage junctions of the HIV-1HXB2

Table 1 Summary of the conformational characteristics of seven peptides representing cleavage junctions of HIV-1 precursor proteins

Cleavage site Amino acid sequencea PDB code Angle 1b Frequency (%)c Angle 2d

MA/CA SQNY/PIVQ 1KJ4 168.5 0.2 143.6

CA/p2 ARVL/AEAM 1F7A 168.9 5.5 155.7

p2/NC ATIM/MQRG 1KJ7 153.2 1.1 136.2

p6/PR SFNF/PQIT – 168.2e 0.7 127.5e

PR/RT TLNF/PISP – −176.7e 0.4 144.9e

RT/RT’ AETF/YVDG 1KJG 166.5 6.7 158.6

RT’/IN RKIL/FLDG 1KJH 168.3 0.7 147.3

a A forward slash (/) indicates the cleavage site
b Dihedral angles of Cβ (P1) – Cα (P1) – Cα (P1’) – Cβ (P1’) measured with crystal structures (unmarked) [18, 19] and our homology models (e )
c Frequency of dihedral angle (Cβ (P1) – Cα (P1) – Cα (P1’) – Cβ (P1’)) in the range of 150 to 180 degrees in 60,000 trajectories during the REMD
simulations
d Dihedral angle of O (P2) – C (P2) – C (P1) – O (P1) measured with crystal structures (unmarked) [18, 19] or homology models (e )
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strain and have single amino acid substitutions at the P1
position of the cleavage site. REMD simulations of the free
peptides and homology modeling of the peptide-PR
complex were performed as described above. We used
three crystal structures, 1KJ4, 1F7A, and 1KJ7, as the
template structures of modeling for the P1-site mutant of
MA/CA, CA/p2, and p2/NC, respectively [18, 19]. The
1KJ4, 1F7A, and 1KJ7 include the structural information of
the MA/CA, CA/p2, and p2/NC peptides in complex with
the PR, respectively. The 1/Km and kcat values were
estimated by extrapolating the frequency and angle values
to the two regression equations obtained with the present
studies on the wild-type peptides: 1/Km=0.9105 × frequen-
cies (%) +0.1281, kcat=−1.5379 × dihedral angle (degrees)
+242.23 (see “Results”). The fold increase in the kcat/Km

for the mutant peptides compared to those for the wild-type
peptide was calculated with the estimated 1/Km and kcat
values.

Results

Characteristics of substrate folding in the PR-bound state

The dihedral angles of side and main chains of amino acids
are an important parameter to define the folding preferences
of the peptides. To understand the characteristics of
substrate folding in the PR-bound state, we analyzed
dihedral angles in the peptide substrates corresponding to
the cleavage junctions of the HIV-1HXB2 strain using five of
the available crystal structures of substrate-PR complexes
[18, 19] (Fig. 2a). The complex structures show that two
side chains of neighboring amino acids around the cleavage
junctions consistently protrude in the opposite directions
[18, 19] (Supplementary material (SM) Table S1). For
example, the dihedral angle of the Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα
(P1’)-Cβ(P1’) at the P1 and P1’ positions of the cleavage
site consistently ranged from 150 to 180 degrees among the
5 substrate peptides (Table 1, angle 1).

Folding preferences that impact the 1/Km

We speculated that folding preferences around the cleavage
junctions could be different from junction to junction and
that this difference could influence the susceptibility of the
substrate to cleavage reaction. To evaluate each of the
possibilities, we first analyzed the intrinsic folding prefer-
ences of cleavage junctions in the PR-free state by using
REMD simulations [26–29] of eight-mer peptides that
represent the cleavage junctions of HIV-1HXB2 Gag and
Gag-Pol precursor proteins (see “Methods”). Individual
trajectories of the REMD simulations were used to examine
the dihedral angles of the side and main chains of amino

acids in the peptides. We calculated the frequencies of
occurrence of individual dihedral angles using 60,000
trajectories over the last 30 ns of the simulations. The
distributions of the frequencies for particular angles at
specific positions were quite different among the seven
peptides tested (SM Fig. S1 for a dihedral angle of the Cβ
(P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’) as an example). The
differences were reproducible with repeated trials of the
REMD simulations (SM Fig. S1). The percentage of cases
in which the dihedral angle of the Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα
(P1’)-Cβ (P1’) was from 150 to 180 degrees ranged from
0.2% to 6.7% in the simulations (Fig. 2b, Table 1,
frequency). Furthermore, the 100-ns standard MD simu-
lations [34–37] of each peptide under the same GB
conditions at 300K showed a tendency similar to that of
the REMD simulations (SM Fig. S1). These results suggest
that intrinsic folding preferences around the cleavage
junctions of HIV-1 Gag and Gag-Pol precursors are
different from junction to junction in the PR-free state.

We then examined whether any differences in the folding
preferences could influence the binding ability of substrate
to HIV-1 PR. To address this issue, we analyzed the
relationship between preferences of various dihedral angles
in the 8-mer peptides of the cleavage junctions of HIV-
1HXB2 precursors in the PR-free state and the experimen-
tally obtained 1/Km values [33] using the same set of
peptides and PR of the HIV-1HXB2 strain. We found that the

a

b

c

Fig. 2 Structural property correlated with 1/Km. a. Chemical structure
and tertiary structure at the cleavage junction. The notable dihedral
angle is highlighted with red circles (left) or orange arrows (right). b.
The frequency of occurrence of the dihedral angle of Cβ (P1) - Cα (P1)
and Cα (P1’) - Cβ (P1’) in the range of 150 to 180. c. The relationship
between the frequencies shown in 2B and the reported kinetic
parameter 1/Km [33]. The regression coefficients are also shown
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folding preference for forming a dihedral angle of Cβ (P1)-
Cα (P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’) in the range of 150 to 180
degrees in the PR-free state seemed to positively correlate
with the 1/Km (SM Table S2). The significance of
association was evaluated with a nonparametric rank test
and simple regression analysis. Nonparametric analysis
showed a correlation of the frequency values and the 1/
Km values (Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (rs)
=0.75, P=0.067, two-tailed) (Fig. 2c). Simple regression
analysis showed that the frequency value was positively
correlated with the 1/Km value (R=0.95, P=0.0008).

In addition, we found weak associations between the
percentage of cases having a Cβ (P1’)-Cα (P1’)- Cα (P2’)-
Cβ (P2’) in the range of −165 to −195 degrees and the 1/
Km (R=0.80, P=0.03), and between the percentage of cases
having a ϕ angle at the P2’ site in the range of −120 to
−150 degrees (R=0.77, P=0.04) (SM Tables S3–S5). We
further analyzed the potential relationship between partic-
ular secondary structures, such as α-helices, β-sheets, or
turns, and the 1/Km values, using the same 60,000
trajectories of the REMD simulations (SM Table S6). We
found weak associations between the percentage of cases
having turn structures at the P1’ site and the 1/Km (R=0.75,
P=0.05). Taken together, these results suggest that differ-
ences in the intrinsic folding preferences around the
cleavage junction of HIV-1 Gag and Gag-Pol precursors
in the PR-free state can influence the binding ability of the
cleavage junction to the HIV-1 PR, and that a folding
preference for forming a dihedral angle of Cβ (P1)-Cα
(P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’) in the range of 150 to 180 degrees
in the PR-free state has the most prominent impact on the
binding ability.

Folding preferences that impact the kcat

We next examined whether the PR catalytic reaction is
influenced by the folding preferences of the peptides at the
PR-bound state by analyzing the crystal structures [18, 19]
and homology models of the complexes of the 8-mer
substrate peptides and PR of HIV-1HXB2. Because the
crystal structures of the complexes were not available for all
cleavage sites, we constructed complex models for the p6/
PR and PR/RT peptides by homology modeling. During the
analysis of various dihedral angles around the substrate
cleavage junctions in the PR, we noticed an unusual folding
distortion at the P1 and P2 positions, i.e., the dihedral angle
of O (P2)-C (P2)- C (P1)- O (P1) of the peptides (Fig. 3a)
ranged from 127.5 to 158.6 degrees in all 7 peptides
analyzed (Fig. 3b and Table 1, angle 2). Such a conforma-
tional distortion at the P1 and P2 positions was rarely
detected with the structures of free peptides in the REMD
simulations (SM Table S7), suggesting that the folding
distortion is caused by interactions of the peptides with the

PR. We searched for other conformational distortions with
the PR-free and PR-bound structures described above.
However, we could detect no significant distortions. Thus,
the folding distortion appears to be specific to the P1-P2
site and PR-bound state.

The dihedral angle of the O (P2)-C (P2)- C (P1)- O (P1)
of the main chains at the P1 and P2 positions in the peptide-
PR complex structures was used to examine the relationship
between the distorted conformation of the cleavage site and
the efficiency of the cleavage reaction (SM Table S2).
Nonparametric analysis showed correlation between the
dihedral angles and the reported kcat values obtained with
the same set of peptides and HIV-1 PR [33] (Fig. 3c)
(Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (rs) = −1, P=
0.014, two-tailed). Simple regression analysis showed that
the dihedral angles were inversely correlated with the kcat
value (R=0.94, P=0.001). We also examined the potential
correlation of other dihedral angles of the peptides with the
kcat values (SM Tables S8–S9). Finally, we examined the
potential correlation of the folding preference for particular
secondary structures with the kcat values, using the 60,000
trajectories of the REMD simulations (SM Tables S3–S6).
However, significant correlations (P<0.05) were not
detected in these analyses. Taken together, these results
suggest that differences in the folding preferences around
the cleavage junction of HIV-1 Gag and Gag-Pol precursors
in the PR-bound state can influence the cleavage reaction

a

b

c

Fig. 3 Structural property correlated with kcat. a. Chemical structure
and tertiary structure at the cleavage junction. The notable dihedral
angle is highlighted with red circles (left) or orange squares (right). b.
The magnitude of the dihedral angle of O (P2) – C (P2) and C (P1) - O
(P1). c. Relationship between the dihedral angles shown in 3B and the
reported kinetic parameter kcat [33]. The regression coefficients are
also shown
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rate, and that a folding distortion at the P1 and P2 positions
has the most prominent impact on the rate.

Y-scrambling test

Because we used relatively small numbers of the experi-
mental data to search correlations with folding properties, it
is possible that the correlations we have observed are
simply the chance correlations [51]. To address this
possibility, we performed Y-scrambling test based on the
QSAR methodology [51]. Kinetic parameters were ran-
domly shuffled, and Pearson correlations R-square and
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient were obtained
with each randomized data set, as well as original non-
randomized data set. The scattering data of the Pearson
correlation R-square and Spearman rank-order correlation
coefficients show that the correlation values from the
original non-randomized data set were positioned most
distantly from the origin of the scatter plot and also
positioned separately from a cluster of those from the
scrambled data set (SM Fig. S2). These results suggest that
the original data set had more statistically significant
correlation than other scrambled data set. Therefore, it is
less likely that the folding properties we described were
accidentally correlated with the experimental values.

Impacts of the folding preferences at cleavage junctions
for overall cleavability of the precursor protein

We further examined whether the above two folding
properties of the peptide are sufficient to determine the
overall cleavability of precursor proteins. We estimated the
kcat/Km values for an additional 22 mutant peptides on
the basis of the two folding properties alone and analyzed
consistency between the predicted kcat/Km and the reported
in vitro cleavability of the Gag precursor protein [12].
Briefly, we performed REMD simulations and homology
modeling using 22 eight-mer peptides, which correspond to
the MA/CA, CA/p2, and p2/NC cleavage junctions of the
HIV-1HXB2 Gag precursor protein but have single amino
acid substitutions at the P1 position of the cleavage site. Then,
we estimated the kcat/Km values for the peptides using the
regression equations for the two correlations obtained in the
above sections (see “Methods”, and SM Table S10).
Subsequently, we analyzed the relation between the pre-
dicted kcat/Km values and the reported data on the cleav-
ability of the P1 mutants of the Gag precursor protein [12].

Table 2 shows the fold increases in the predicted kcat/Km

values for the 22 mutant peptides compared to those for the
wild-type peptides. The majority of the P1-site mutations
were predicted to reduce kcat/Km values (Table 2, Pre-
dicted). In most cases, the P1-site mutations consistently
attenuated the cleavage efficiencies of Gag precursors [12]

(Table 2, Experiment). However, the predicted fold changes
in the kcat/Km did not show statistically significant
correlation with the experimental fold changes in the
precursor cleavability (Table 2e and SM Table S10). These
results suggest the presence of additional factors influenc-
ing the cleavability of precursor proteins.

Table 2 The predicted and experimental cleavability of P1 mutants

Predicted
(peptide)

Experiment
(precursor)

MA/CA Activitya Activityab Volume (ratio)c

WT(Y) 1.0 1.0 1.00

F 1.4 1.5 0.98

R 0.0d ≈0 0.90

I 0.0d ≈0 0.86

L 0.7 0.1 0.86

M 1.8e 0.25 0.84

T 0.4e ≈0 0.60

D 0.2e ≈0 0.57

C 3.0e 0.05 0.56

A 0.2e ≈0 0.46

G 1.9e ≈0 0.31

CA/p2 Activity Activity Volume (ratio)

Y 0.8e 2 1.37

F 1.0e 2 1.16

WT(L) 1.0 1.0 1.00

I 0.0d ≈0 1.00

T 0.2e ≈0 0.70

D 0.6e ≈0 0.67

C 0.9e 0.35 0.65

p2/NC Activity Activity Volume (ratio)

W 1.0e 0.1 1.40

Y 0.2 0.1 1.19

F 0.8 1.0 1.17

L 0.6 0.35 1.02

I 0.0 ≈0 1.02

WT(M) 1.0 1.0 1.00

C 0.6 0.15 0.67

a Activity is the ratio of the kcat/Km of mutants to that of the wild-type (WT).
b The cleavage rate was taken from a previous report. [12] “≈0” indicates
that the mutant precursor was not cleaved at a rate of at least 3% to 5% of
the WT rate.
c The ratio of the volume of amino acid to the WT one. The volume was
taken from a previous report. [52]
d A negative value was considered to be zero.
e The predicted activity did not reproduce the experimental activity.
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Notably, the mutations that gave inconsistent results
between the prediction and experiment generally induced
larger changes in the side chain size at the P1 position than
the mutations that gave consistent results (Table 2, Volume
[52]). When the side chain sizes of the mutant peptides
were similar to those of the wild-type peptides, the
predicted changes in the kcat/Km had a clear link with the
changes in the cleavability obtained by the experiments. In
the case of the MA/CA mutant peptides, the predicted
changes in the kcat/Km by F, I, L, and R substitutions were
positively correlated with the changes in the cleavability of
the MA/CA junction of the precursor (R=0.90, P=0.038).
Such a positive correlation was also detected with Y, F, I,
and L substitutions of the p2/NC junction (R=0.85, P=
0.031). Statistical evaluation of the correlation was difficult
with the CA/p2 junction because there were few mutants
with side chains of a size similar to those of the wild-type.

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the roles of folding
preferences of the cleavage junctions of HIV-1 Gag and
Gag-Pol precursors in regulating the processing by viral
PR. We first demonstrated by molecular dynamics
simulations that folding preferences around the cleavage
junctions of the HIV-1 Gag and Gag-Pol precursors
could be different from junction to junction in the PR-
free state. We further showed that these differences could
influence 1/Km of the cleavage junction to the HIV-1 PR
and that a folding preference for forming a dihedral angle
of Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ (P1’) in the range of
150 to 180 degrees in the PR-free state has a positive
correlation with the 1/Km. The correlations were repro-
ducible independent of the algorithms and conditions used
to infer the folding (SM Fig. S1). These results suggest
that the dihedral angles of side chains at the P1 and P1’
positions of the cleavage junctions may be important for
determining the binding affinity of the cleavage junctions
to the HIV-1 PR, because the 1/Km is an approximate
indicator of the binding affinity of substrates in enzymatic
reactions. The opposite orientation of side chains at the P1
and P1’ positions in the PR-free state is commonly seen in
the stable PR-bound state [42, 43, 53]. Therefore, it is
possible that an increased probability of having the folding
feature in the PR-free state increased the likelihood of
forming a quasi-stable complex of substrate/water-mole-
cule/PR for subsequent nucleophilic reaction without
major conformational changes. However, it should also
be noted that the 1/Km may not represent the binding
affinity itself. For example, the binding affinity can also
be affected by structural factors other than substrate
folding properties, such as interactions between substrate

and the PR in the PR-bound state. Therefore, although we
showed that the particular substrate folding property is
correlated with the 1/Km, the finding may not imply that
the folding property is correlated with binding affinity.
Further study is necessary to clarify how the folding
property influences the binding affinity itself rather than 1/
Km.

We next demonstrated by computer-assisted approaches
that a folding distortion of substrates in the PR-bound state
enhances the cleavage reaction. We showed with available
crystal structures of the HIV-1 substrate-PR complexes [18,
19] and our homology models that the dihedral angle of the
O (P2)-C (P2)- C (P1)- O (P1) of the main chains of
peptides in the catalytic cleft of PR was negatively
correlated with kcat for the substrate-PR complex [33]. A
smaller dihedral angle at this site indicates a greater
distortion of folding immediately upstream of the scissile
bond, and the kcat is an indicator of the turnover number of
enzymatic reactions. Therefore, our data suggest that a
more twisted conformation at the cleavage junction results
in more efficient cleavage by HIV-1 PR. This possibility is
consistent with the results of quantum mechanical studies in
which twisting of the carbonyl group at the P1 residue was
shown to be necessary for the access of a water molecule to
the scissile bond and for the subsequent nucleophilic
reaction [54, 55]. Therefore, it is conceivable that greater
magnitudes of twisting of the carbonyl group at the P1
residue increase the likelihood of proper positioning of the
water molecule for cleavage reaction.

We further investigated whether the above two folding
properties at cleavage junctions are sufficient to determine
the overall cleavability of precursor proteins. We found that
the kcat/Km values that we estimated solely on the basis of
data of the two folding properties explain the effects of the
P1-site mutations on the cleavability of the precursor at
MA/CA and p2/NC cleavage junctions only when the sizes
of the side chains at the P1 site are similar. The data suggest
that the two folding properties are important but insufficient
determinants of the overall cleavability of precursor
proteins and that the side chain sizes of amino acids around
the cleavage junctions are an additional key factor that
influences the precursor cleavability. The side chain sizes at
the P1 site play a key role in interaction with the catalytic
site of PR [18, 19]. Therefore, it is possible that the side
chain sizes influence the precursor cleavability by modu-
lating the stability of a complex formed between the
substrate and PR.

In this study, we used eight-mer peptides to investigate
the relationship between the folding preferences of the
cleavage junctions and enzyme kinetic parameters. There-
fore, it is unclear how amino acids outside of the cleavage
junctions influence the cleavability of the natural substrates.
As mentioned above, folding preferences of the cleavage
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junctions alone were insufficient to explain the overall
cleavability of natural precursor proteins observed in the
cells. The accessibility of the PR active site into the
cleavage junctions in the precursor proteins may be an
additional factor influencing the cleavage order. Further
study is necessary to clarify this issue.

Processing of precursor proteins by PR plays an essential
role in producing mature infectious viruses in many viruses,
as well as in the regulation of many biological events in
nature. Notably, two side chains of neighboring amino acids
around the cleavage junctions consistently protruded in the
opposite directions in the available crystal structures of the
PR-substrate complexes [23]. Therefore, it would be
interesting to study whether the specific folding preferences
or the dihedral angles around the cleavage junctions are
critical for regulating their cleavabilities in other PR/
substrate reaction systems.

Summary

We used bioinformatics approaches to examine whether the
folding preferences of the cleavage junctions of HIV-1 Gag
and Gag-Pol precursor proteins influence their cleavabilities
by HIV-1 PR. We found that a folding preference for
forming a dihedral angle of Cβ (P1)-Cα (P1)- Cα (P1’)-Cβ
(P1’) in the range of 150 to 180 degrees in the PR-free state
was positively correlated with the 1/Km (R=0.95, P=
0.0008) and that the dihedral angle of the O (P2)-C (P2)-
C (P1)- O (P1) of the main chains in the PR-bound state
was negatively correlated with kcat (R=0.94, P=0.001). We
further found that these two folding properties influenced
the overall cleavability of the precursor protein when the
sizes of the side chains at the P1 site were similar. These
data suggest that the dihedral angles at the specific
positions around the cleavage junctions before and after
binding to PR are both critical for regulating the cleav-
ability of precursor proteins by HIV-1 PR.
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